Preliminary Program

*Measuring Bias in Political Participation* by Henry Brady, University of California, Berkeley. Disc: John Brehm, Duke University


*Statistical Models of Path Dependence* by John Jackson, University of Michigan. Disc: Christopher Achen, University of Michigan.

*Filtering as a Means of Theory Construction and Interdisciplinary Bridge Building* by John Freeman and James Stimson, University of Minnesota. Disc: Douglas Rivers, Stanford University.


*Government Duration, Censoring, and Competing Risks* by Randolph Stevenson, University of Rochester. Disc: Gary King, Harvard University.

*The Microfoundations of Macropartnership* by Janet Box-Steffensmeier, Ohio State University, and Renee Smith, University of Rochester. Disc: W. Phillips Shively, University of Minnesota.

*Correlated Errors and the Incorrect Signs Phenomenon in Proxy Variable Regression* by Robert Luskin and Joe TenBarge, University of Texas. Disc: Bradley Palmquist, Harvard University.


*Electoral Laws, Run-off Requirements, and Minority Representation* by Elisabeth Gerber, Caltech, and Rebecca Morton, University of Iowa. Disc: Phillip Schrot, University of Kansas.
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